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Abstract: String Matching is the classical and existing problem, despite the fact that the real world aspects belonging to the research 

field of computer science. In this domain one or several strings called “Pattern” is to be searched within a well-built string or “Text”. 

String matching strategies or algorithms provide key role in various real world problems or applications. A few of its imperative 

applications are Spell Checkers, Spam Filters, Intrusion Detection System, Search Engines, Plagiarism Detection, Bioinformatics, 

Digital Forensics and Information Retrieval Systems etc. This paper is inclusive of analyzing nutshells about string matching along with 

its long-ago contributory details in an assortment of real world applications.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

String matching at-times call string searching and found to 

be conventional problem in the field of computer science. In 

string matching pattern strings are searched within a larger 

string or text. Let us assume that pattern string “p” and text 

string „S‟. The problem of string matching deals by finding 

whether a pattern set „p‟ occurs in „S‟ or not. And if „p‟ 

occurs then the position of it should be reported in „S‟ where 

„p‟ occurs [1]. The string matching problem is described in 

figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 : String Matching Problem 

There are various types and classifications of the string 

matching. There are two types of string matching Exact 

string matching and Approximate string matching. The 

search to be done on exact occurrence of the pattern comes 

underneath the category of Exact string matching. 

Approximate string matching allows inaccurate searching 

acceptance founded on specific applications. Based on the 

number of patterns, string matching has two classifications: 

Single Pattern string matching and Multiple Pattern string 

matching. In Single Pattern string matching a single pattern 

is to be searched in the text whereas in Multiple pattern 

string matching multiple patterns are searched in the text. 

Based on the order of searching string matching have four 

classifications i.e. left to right matching, right to left 

matching, specific order matching and no order matching[2]. 

The major classifications are described in the figure 2. 

 

   Figure 2 : String Matching Classification 
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There are many applications in which string matching plays 

important role. These applications are Spell Checkers [2], 

Spam Filters [3], Intrusion Detection System [4], Search 

Engines [5], Plagiarism Detection [6], Bioinformatics [7], 

Digital Forensics [8] and Information Retrieval Systems [9] 

and etc.  

In this paper the role of string matching in above mentioned 

applications are being discussed. And brief descriptions of 

the string matching strategies or algorithms are defined as 

under:-   

II. HISTORY OF STRING MATCHING 

The very basic and conventional string matching strategy is 

Brute Force Algorithm which considers all possible cases 

and taking shifts only one place to right even match or 

mismatch condition occurs anywhere. This algorithm also 

known as Naives approach. [1] 

In 1956 Kleene [2] proved the equivalence between finite 

automaton and regular expression which could be use to 

solve the string matching problem.  

Avoiding numerous comparisons in brute force algorithm, In 

1970 Morris and Pratt [11] algorithm was proposed which 

has linear behaviour. This algorithm is based on pre-

processing of pattern and compares character from left to 

right and if mismatch occurs, it skips some character based 

on pre-processing phase. In 1977 Knuth Morris Pratt [12] 

introduced an algorithm having a choice of improvements in 

Morris and Pratt algorithm. KMP has same time complexity 

as Morris and Pratt algorithm but searching performance 

found to be much better than Morris and Pratt algorithm. 

In 1977 Boyer and Moore [13] also proposed algorithm 

which compares character from right to left.  

There are so many multiple pattern string matching 

algorithms has already been proposed in past decades such 

as: In 1975 Aho-Corasick algorithm [14] was presented by 

Alfred V. Aho and Margaret J. Corasick, which constructs 

automata for patterns in pre-processing phase. Commentz 

Walter [2] proposed an algorithm which was based on Aho-

Corasick and Boyer-Moore algorithm, Rabin Karp algorithm 

[15] is also used to search multiple patterns. 

An assortment of algorithms based on different 

methodologies has already been suggested in the past 

decades, historical listing of various important string 

matching algorithms is being described in the figure 3: 

String Matching History [1, 2, and 17].

 

 

Figure 3: String Matching History [1, 2, 17]

III. STRING MATCHING APPLICATIONS 

In perspective to the real world problems string matching is 

having several applications, few of which are being 

described here. 

A. Spell Checkers: In spell checkers [2] we build a “trie” of 

pre-defined set of patterns. This trie is used for the string 

matching means if any such pattern occurs then it shows the 

occurrence by reaching to its final states. Spell Checkers 

basic module is shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Spell Checker 

B. Spam Filters / Spam Detection Systems: Unsolicited 

and unwanted emails called spam that engages lots of 

network bandwidth. This will causes great financial loses. 

All spam filters use the concept of string matching to 

identify and discard the spam. Spam filter searches 

suspected signature patterns in the content of email by 

applying string matching. All content based filters are 

worked on string matching [3]. Spam filter basic structure is 

shown in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 : Spam Filter 

C. Intrusion Detection System: In Intrusion Detection 

System [4] data packets that contain intrusion related 

keywords are found by applying string matching strategy. 

All the malicious code is stored in the database and every 

incoming data is compared with stored data. If match found 

then alarm is generated. It is based on exact string matching 

algorithms where we have to capture each and every 

intruded packet and they must be detected. The Intrusion 

detection system modal is shown in figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 : Intrusion Detection System Model 

D. Search Engines / Content Searching in Large 

Databases: Most of the data are available on internet in the 

form of textual data. Due to the large quantity of 

uncategorized text data, it becomes really difficult to search 

a particular content. Web search engines help us to solve 

this problem by organizing the required text / data as 

efficiently as possible. To categorize these data string 

matching algorithms are used. Categorization is done on the 

basis of search keywords [5]. Figure 7 shows the basic 

model of Search Engine.  

 

Figure 7 : Search Engine Module 

E. Plagiarism Detection: Copy someone‟s work and claim 

it as own is called as Plagiarism. So with the use of string 

matching we can compare the texts and detect the 

similarities between them. On the basis of these similarities 

declare whether it is original work or taken from somewhere 

else. Figure 8 shows the Plagiarism detection technique [7].  

F. Bioinformatics / DNA Sequencing: Bioinformatics is 

the application of information technology and computer 

science to biological problems, in perspective to the issues 

involving genetic sequences and in order to find the DNA 

patterns, string matching module and DNA analyser both 

works with collaboration for finding the occurrence of the 

pattern set [7]. Figure 9 shows the Bioinformatics DNA 

Sequencing Module.  

 

Figure 8: Plagiarism Detection System 
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Figure 9: DNA Sequencing Module 

G. Digital Forensics: Digital forensics refers to the 

recovery and investigation of material found in digital 

devices. In digital forensic text string searches are designed 

to search every byte of digital evidence, at the physical 

level, to locate specific text strings of interest to the 

investigation. Figure 10 describe the basic model where 

string matching is used. 

 

Figure 10: Digital Forensic Results 

H. Information Retrieval: In text mining task designed to 

extract previously unknown information by analysing large 

quantities of text. String matching plays very vital role here 

like as information extraction, topic tracking, question 

answering etc. Figure 11 shows the basic structure of 

information retrieval system. 

 

Figure 11: Information Retrieval Modal 

IV. CONCLUSION 

String matching has greatly influenced the field of computer 

science and will play an important role in various real world 

problems. As the time grows more and more efficient string 

matching algorithms will be used. Since 1950 lots of single 

and multiple patterns string matching algorithms has been 

suggested. There are many more possible areas in which 

string matching can play a key role for excelling. 

Improvement and creative activities in string matching can 

provide the major role for getting time proficient 

performance in various domains of computer science. Its 

application area is wide and demand is expected to be 

increased in the future. Efficient and innovative searching 

algorithms will be the major research areas for the future 

perspective. 
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